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for AR Services Using Location Data
Recently, with the spread of smartphones, mobile terminals
with GPS, wireless LAN, camera and other capabilities have
become common, and AR and other new services are spreading. With AR services, various issues have come to light, such
as, when information is overlaid on a camera image, visibility and operability can be impaired by overlapping information. New ways to simplify information search are also needed. Accordingly, we have developed a way to improve visibility and operability by eliminating overlapping information,
as well as a new search method that makes use of GPS, geomagnetic sensors and accelerometers.

AR is a technology which presents

1. Introduction

digital information to the user, overlaid
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developed an AR service that enables
more intuitive and simple operation.

Recently, mobile terminals have

on an image of the real world, as

In this article, we give an overview

begun to incorporate various sensors,

though the information was in the

and describe how various issues were

image. As the smartphone market

resolved with our “Chokkan Navi (Intu-

expands, it is expected that applica-

itive navigation ) for Golf” service,

sors . This trend is particularly strong

tions of AR services will expand into

which displays the locations of greens

TM*4

various fields; not only search and

and hazards on a golf course, and our

, and as

navigation but also others such as

“Chokkan Navi” service, which pro-

smartphones have spread, many new

advertising and simulation (Figure 1).

vides search for restaurants and other

services making use of these sensors

At NTT DOCOMO, we have focused

facilities in streets, towns and other

are becoming available. Augmented

on areas for which mobile terminals are

urban areas. We also describe how

Reality (AR) services are typical of

used frequently, including search, navi-

these services were built.

these types of services.

gation and communications, and have

*1

including GPS, geomagnetic sensors ,
*2

accelerometers and proximity sen*3

with smartphones such as Android
terminals and the iPhone

®*5

*1 Geomagnetic sensor: An electronic compass which can detect the geomagnetic field to
determine orientation. Able to detect the orientation of a mobile terminal.
*2 Accelerometer: A sensor that measures
changes in speed. Equipping a mobile terminal
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with an accelerometer allows it to sense orientation and movements.
*3 Proximity sensor: A sensor which detects
whether objects are approaching.
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wireless LAN and various other sensors

sor data and content location informa-

2. AR Overview

are used to obtain absolute or relative

tion.

2.1 AR Implementations

positions, and geomagnetic and other

(b) Image analysis-based methods

AR implementations can be catego-

sensors are used to obtain the orienta-

There are two main types of method

rized broadly into two types (Figure

tion of the user (or camera). Then, dis-

using image-analysis to determine

2):

play positions for digital information

where to position content; those that

(a) Location-based methods

(hereinafter referred to as “content”) is

recognize markers[1], which are black-

decided from a combination of this sen-

and-white rectangular images similar to
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For location-based methods, GPS,

2D barcodes, and those that recognize
natural characteristics of the image,
such as corners and straight lines,
instead of markers[2].

Marguerite

Shiratori Castle Ruins

Of the AR services available for

Search

mobile terminals (hereinafter referred to
Communication

Navigation/guidance

as “mobile AR”), all but a few use location information. Examples of AR services using location information

Big
bargain

include “Chokkan Navi for Golf” and
“Chokkan Navi,” which are described
Advertising

Entertainment

in this article. Sekai Camera and
*7

Layar are two more examples.
Simulation

Figure 1 Examples of AR application areas

2.2 Mobile AR Service Issues
The main two issues with current
mobile AR services are as follows.

(a) Location-based methods

(b) Image analysis-based methods

Issue (1): Decrease in visibility of
information and operability due

GPS

to overlapping of displayed content
With mobile AR, visibility
Camera

GPS, wireless
LAN, etc.

and operability tends to
decrease if there are many con-

Geomagnetic
sensor

Capture image
using camera

Determine content display positions
based on current location, content location
(latitude, longitude) and camera orientation

Determine content display position
by recognizing markers or natural
image characteristics

Figure 2 AR implementations

tent items to be displayed due to
overlapping of content items. A
way to display information is
needed which allows users to
select their desired information

TM

*4 Android : An open-source platform targeted
mainly at mobile terminals and advocated by
TM
Google Inc. Android is a trademark or registered trademark of Google Inc. in the United
States.
®
*5 iPhone : A registered trademark of Apple Inc.
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in the United States.
*6 Hazard: Obstacles such as bunkers or ponds
placed within a golf course.

*7 Layar: A trademark of Layar B.V. in the
Netherlands and other countries.
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easily and takes into considera-

holding up their mobile terminal cam-

tion use with a touch panel,

era.

which is common on many
smartphones.
Issue (2): Achieving simplicity in
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information search

ing a layout of the golf course.
(b) Check play history

With Chokkan Navi for Golf, users

Shot distances and the

can find out the distance and direction

scores are entered automatically

to the green accurately, even if it is not

by registering locations for each

visible due to rough terrain, trees or

shot.
(c) Network link

Many mobile AR services

other obstructions. With Chokkan Navi,

using location information use it

even those that are not confident with

Send messages and share

to display search results over-

city scenarios or maps in unfamiliar

scores with other parties or

laid on a camera image. For this

areas can navigate intuitively, with sim-

party members.

reason, both a way to present

ple searches in their destination area

this information, and an easy

and with route markings overlaid on the

way to initiate searches are

camera image.

For Chokkan Navi for Golf, we
have developed a method for avoiding
overlap of green and hazard informa-

needed.
3.1 Chokkan Navi for Golf

3. Service Overview
With the Chokkan Navi for Golf
and Chokkan Navi services that we

tion, when it is overlaid on the camera

lowing three main features (Figure 3).

described above. The method detects
when elements will overlap and reposi-

(a) AR golf navigation

have developed, we combined AR tech-

Intuitively discover dis-

nology with search and navigation

tances and directions to the

functions using maps of golf courses

greens and hazards, by simply

and towns, so that users can intuitively

holding up the mobile terminal.

find out the direction, distance and how

Find out information about

to get to their destinations, by simply

greens and hazards by display-

(a) AR golf navigation
Display course information
overlaid on the camera image

image. This solves issue (1) as

Chokkan Navi for Golf has the fol-

tions them.
3.2 Chokkan Navi
Chokkan Navi has the following
three main features (Figure 4).

(b) Check play history

Display course information
on the course layout

(c) Network link

Register shot positions
on the course layout

Share messages and scores
with other parties

Register
position

powered by SHOT NAVI

* “SHOT NAVI” is a registered trademark of NEC Corp.

※This is provided only in Japanese at present.
Figure 3 Overview of Chokkan Navi for Golf
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(a) Chokkan Navi
Search for and display nearby
shops, facilities, tweets

(b) Throwing search

Navigate to desired location

Set the search area by waving
the mobile terminal

(c) Twitter link
Submit usage history to Twitter and
share presence with friends

○△
○○○

Search area
There’s a cafe over there.
Let's take a break there!

I wonder if Jim is in Akasaka?...
He’s nearby, so I’ll give him a call.

I wonder if there’s a cafe
over by the dome...?
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○△
□□

○△

powered by ZENRIN DataCom

※This is provided only in Japanese at present.
Figure 4 Chokkan Navi service overview

With Chokkan Navi, we have

current terminal location and notificates

The application searches for

attempted to solve issue (2), as

it to the AR server (Fig. 5 (1)). The AR

stores and other facilities in the

described above, by developing a sim-

server then notificates content sur-

direction of view and displays

ple search function called “Throwing

rounding the current location (facilities,

them over the camera image by

search.” For issue (1) above, Chokkan

golf course data, etc.) to the client

simply holding up the mobile

Navi produced a large amount of infor-

application (Fig. 5 (2)). The client

terminal. It can also provide

mation to display, so in addition to the

application then obtains the orientation

navigation to a selected facility.

techniques used for Chokkan Navi for

of the terminal using the geomagnetic

Golf, we added an ability to filter the

sensor, and based on it, determines

content displayed with factors such as

which content is in the direction the

distance and item type.

user is pointing the mobile terminal,

(a) Chokkan Navi

(b) Throwing search
Simple searches for local
information can be done by

positions it relative to the camera

waving the mobile terminal, and
the scope of the search is set

3.3 System Architecture

according to the direction and

The system architecture is shown in

strength with which the mobile

Figure 5. The Chokkan Navi for Golf

terminal is waved.

and Chokkan Navi systems have almost

*8

(c) Twitter link

the same architecture. The systems con-

image, and displays it on the screen
(Fig. 5 (3)).

4. New Information
Presentation
Method

Have fun with communica-

sist of a client application, which runs

tion, sharing “weak presence”

on Android terminals, and an AR serv-

For Chokkan Navi for Golf, we

information by posting search,

er, which retain the content that the

resolve issue (1) above by developing a

navigation and bookmark histo-

client application will overlay on the

method to avoid content overlap when

ry on Twitter.

camera image.

it is displayed over the camera image.

The client application obtains the

This process is shown in Figure 6.

*8 Twitter: A registered trademark of Twitter
Inc. in the United States and other countries.
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[Chokkan Navi for Golf content]
Golf-course data (greens, hazards, etc.)

AR server

[Chokkan Navi content]
Geographic, facility, restaurant, etc. data

Request for content based on
current location information (1)

(2) Notification of various content

User

Various sensors (position,
acceleration, geomagnetic)

User operation

Real world
Camera

Various services

Display (touch panel)
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Communications module

Client application

Real
image

(3)
Overlay content
on camera image

Android terminal
Figure 5 System architecture

The course data to be overlaid on
START

the camera image is downloaded from
the AR server before hand, including

Obtain location and orientation

type and position data for items such as
greens, bunkers and water hazards, as

Set horizontal-plane coordinate system

well as data tables for elements that
Set content in horizontal-plane coordinate system

comprise them, and these are maintained by the client application.

Set projection-plane coordinate system

The application first obtains the cur-

Divide projection-plane coordinate
system into sub-areas

rent position, and uses the geomagnetic

Project content positioned on the horizontal plane
coordinate system onto the projection-plane sub-areas

tion. It then sets a horizontal plane

sensor to determine the camera orienta(XY-plane) coordinate system based on

Do projection-plane
sub-areas contain only one
content item?

the line directly from the current posi-

NO

tion to the green (Figure 7), places the

YES
Position items in those sub-areas

Reposition the content items

course data based on its position data
within this coordinate system, and then

END

Figure 6 Process for avoiding information overlap

projects the horizontal-plane coordinates onto the projection plane (XZplane) as though it is being viewed
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from the camera. This projection plane
coordinate system is then divided into

Z

Plane which represents
the camera image

sub-areas, and if multiple course-data
items are projected into the same subarea, the items are repositioned starting

Y

with the item of least priority, according to pre-set item priorities. Several
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possible methods for repositioning
items, such as moving to the position
0

vertically or horizontally adjacent to the
sub-area where the item was initially
projected.

X

We compared images before and

Figure 7 Setting the coordinate systems

after applying this method (Figure 8).
Using this method to avoid overlapping
content, we were able to improve the

(a) Before improvement

(b) After improvement

visibility of information, and operability. This helps prevent overlooking
information about hazards, and should
be very useful for scenarios such as
golf. This mechanism was used for
Chokkan Navi for Golf, but, as mentioned before, could also be used for

Poor visibility due to hazard
information overlaps

Chokkan Navi.

Improve visibility by moving the positions of
overlapping regions of green and hazards

Figure 8 Before and after processing to avoid overlap

5. New Information
Search Method

search.

method that allows the search range to

We developed a “Throwing search”

However, when a user is headed

be set easily using orientation and

method for Chokkan Navi to solve

toward a particular destination and

acceleration information in addition to

issue (2) as described above.

wants to search for a facility in that

location information. Specifically, the

Services helping to find facilities

area, a search in the current area will

direction and distance for the search

such as restaurants are becoming

include in the opposite direction and

range can be set by facing and waving

increasingly common, and most of

other unnecessary content that is not of

the mobile terminal in the desired

them require entering text to search for

interest (Figure 9(a)). In this type of

search direction (Fig. 9 (b)).

the facility or area or allow geographic

scenario, it is difficult to provide help-

A terminal position sensor such as

regions to be selected. There are also

ful information using only the current

GPS, a geomagnetic sensor, and

search methods that first obtain the cur-

location information.

accelerometers are used to set the

rent location and use it to support
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Accordingly, we have proposed a

search range. The position sensor gives

9
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(a) Existing current-location search

using this service to summarize usage

(b) Throwing search

*9

Search results in all directions
from current location are shown

Only search results in the direction
indicated are shown

Desired direction of search

Desired direction of search

Content of
interest

Content of
interest

history and personal data on the cloud

through the mobile terminal as a sensor
hub. We also expect services like these,
making use of sensors, to expand further as more types and more accurate
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Current
location

sensors are incorporated into mobile

Current
location

terminals. As LTE services begin and
spread, their high-speed and low laten-

Content not
of interest

Content not
of interest

cy characteristics will enable heavy
processing tasks such as image process-

・Setting search region and executing the search
are separate operations
・Content that is not of interest is mixed into the
search results

・Setting the search distance and direction and
executing the search can be done in one action
・Only content of interest is displayed in the
search result

ing to be moved to servers, distributing
this load further.
Taking these trends into considera-

Search area

tion, we intend to provide AR services
Figure 9 “Throw search” mechanism

with added value, making use of usage
history and personal data, and with fur-

the current location, the geomagnetic

and execute search. The results are then

ther applications of image processing

sensor gives the direction with which

displayed, eliminating content that is of

techniques and so forth.

the mobile terminal is being waved, and

no interest.

the accelerometers give the speed with
which the mobile terminal is being
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*9 Cloud: A format and structures for providing
services over networks. Server resources can
be distributed according to usage conditions, so
it provides good scalability.
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